Rehabilitation Works of Buildings at Kot Chandana Refugee Camp, District Mianwali

Q # 1: In the BOQs for each mud-structure building rehabilitation, it is mentioned “petty repairs to veranda”, “petty repairs to rooms”. Please clarify about the petty repairs (either it is roof or floor repair)?

A # 1: Petty repairs refers to the repairs in patches that could be floor, walls and roof and also level the surface throughout.

Q # 2: Also, the estimated area for verandah and rooms is not mentioned in BOQs for some structures, as mentioned below;

- Administration Block + Toilets of CHU (Petty repairs to veranda: area not mentioned?)
- Community Development Center / Technical Training Center (Petty repairs to veranda: area not mentioned?)
- Boys School No.1 (Petty repairs to veranda: area not mentioned?)
- Boys School No.3 (Petty repairs to veranda: area not mentioned?)
- Boys School No.4 (Petty repairs to veranda: area not mentioned?)

A # 2: Please find below;

- Administration Block + Toilets of CHU (Petty repairs to veranda: area not mentioned?) Area Above 100SFT (Quantity -2)
- Community Development Center / Technical Training Center (Petty repairs to veranda: area not mentioned?) Area Above 100SFT (Quantity -2)
- Boys School No.1 (Petty repairs to veranda: area not mentioned?) Area Above 100SFT (Quantity -1)
- Boys School No.3 (Petty repairs to veranda: area not mentioned?) Area Above 100SFT (Quantity -1)
- Boys School No.4 (Petty repairs to veranda: area not mentioned?) Area Above 100SFT (Quantity -2)

Q # 3: In the BOQs for each mud-structure building rehabilitation, regarding the job “Labor and material for red oxide pigment in cement pointing to match with the color of bricks”, please clarify whether Red oxide color need to apply on existing pointing or its need to be add in mortar for pointing, if it is need to be done with cement pointing then what will be the cement sand ratio?

A # 3: Red Oxide pigment in Cement pointing with 1:6 ratio.